
MANIFEST

F  U  R  N  I  T  U  R  E



Six person workstation with raised shelf,
3Form dividers and mobile peds.

Three person pod with
3Form dividers.

Built upon the same institutional

standards that have become an

AGATI signature, the Manifest 

features a durable, cantilevered 

table top. Behind its modern design,

Manifest is solidly constructed to

withstand the rigors of everyday use

allowing Manifest to effortlessly

transition between markets. 

Four person bench with 
integrated lighting option.

Manifest’s integrated lighting

option is built into the divider

panel and offers a great lighting

solution for dimly lit areas.

It can also provide more privacy

for quieter work areas.



The Manifest Desking System is AGATI’s newest and most contemporary 

desking system built upon the idea of affordable collaboration and configurability.

Designed in response to a need for a more collaborative work solution, 

Manifest is lighter in scale and design making it easy to configure to groups 

of all sizes and work needs. Optional returns or mobile tables allow for more

seamless communication, integrated into standard configurations that include 

a straight bench, 120-degree pod or the aesthetically pleasing “zigzag” station.

Easy to set up and install, the Manifest supports wire management in an 

organized wire management basket that allows dual sided access to electrical.

Accessories include panel dividers in 3Form, wood, laminate or tack boards, 

as well as optional shelving and pedestals. Work surface tops are also available 

in wood of laminate. Visit www.agati.com to view more options.

Smart, simple, workspace solutions.

Raised shelf option.

Integrated lighting option.

MAN I FEST Desking System

Eight person zigzag configuration with 3Form dividers.
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AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique 

blend of aesthetics and engineering, distinguished by their 

eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both

timeless and universal, AGATI is committed to the design 

and engineering of each and every piece.

Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future.

AGATI is dedicated to implementing sound environmental 

practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber, as well as reusable 

packaging materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources 

at no expense to the integrity of the product or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quality. 

Pod with tackboard dividers
and end storage peds.

Four person workstation with shelves and  
tackboard dividers, returns and mobile peds.

Six person zigzag workstation with
shelf and 3Form dividers.


